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LETTERS

Primary Care Screening for Dementia
and Mild Cognitive Impairment
To the Editor: In their Commentary, Dr Brayne and col-
leagues1 raise many critical issues regarding the need to iden-
tify effective methods to screen for dementia. We suggest that
this include detection of the mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
syndrome, where there is objective decline in cognitive func-
tioning. Longitudinal clinical studies indicate that partici-
pants with amnestic MCI have a substantially increased rate
of progression to clinically probable Alzheimer disease.2

As the authors point out, it is extremely unusual to find
reversible causes of dementia. However, many potentially
reversible factors can contribute to MCI with cognitive per-
formance that is worse than expected as a result of aging
alone, such as medical illness, depression, medication ad-
verse effects, or cardiovascular factors. Many of these may
be amenable to intervention if a patient screens positive on
routine testing. Moreover, nonpharmacological therapies
such as psychosocial interventions have been reported as
effective in improving cognitive performance in aging per-
sons.3 A negative screen for MCI can be used to reassure
individuals who are concerned about their self-perceived de-
cline in cognitive performance and confirm that they are most
likely experiencing age-related changes, rather than the be-
ginnings of Alzheimer disease or another dementia.

Two of the larger studies of normal aging vs MCI4,5 have
demonstrated benefits derived from screening asymptomatic
individuals in a primary care setting. In both studies, more
than 90% of patients identified with MCI had a progressive
disorder as the underlying cause of the cognitive impair-
ment. The potential for intervention and delaying disease
progression in most of these patients argues for detection as
early as possible, in the MCI stage, so that the underlying cause
of the cognitive impairment can be treated when possible.

If one applied to diabetes mellitus the approach of not
screening at-risk asymptomatic individuals and instead
waited until symptoms developed, many of these symp-
toms (including neuropathy, retinopathy, nephropathy, and
cerebrovascular disease) would not reverse with treat-
ment. This would be considered unacceptable clinical prac-
tice for diabetes. We do not think that Alzheimer disease
should be viewed differently, given that there is at least some
substantive evidence that at-risk individuals can be diag-
nosed in the earliest stages and that potentially reversible
factors contributing to cognitive performance declines can
be further investigated and treated.

Michael S. Rafii, MD, PhD
mrafii@ucsd.edu
Douglas Galasko, MD
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla

Financial Disclosures: None reported.
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To the Editor: In their Commentary, Dr Brayne and col-
leagues1 contend that there is insufficient evidence to rec-
ommend screening for dementia in primary care. How-
ever, they acknowledge that the presence of dementia is
widely missed by physicians. Professional organizations con-
cerned with the health of older adults have called for diag-
nostic assessment of dementia when it is suspected.2 Screen-
ing is a valid approach for determining when there is a
reasonable chance that dementia is present and increasing
the proportion of cases detected.

The authors summarize the kinds of data needed to
address dementia screening as a matter of health policy.
However, we believe that they err in their reasoning
regarding its potential harms and confuse good clinical
practice with questions of policy. Harms they cite, such
as fear of losing a driver’s license or being disqualified
for health insurance, are not harms of screening but of
dementia itself. Many patients with dementia should
not drive for safety reasons, and insurance companies
conduct their own screening procedures to qualify an
individual for benefit plans. Screening only uncovers
dementia and cannot be blamed for its existence or its
effects.

The authors argue that primary care practitioners are
already overtaxed and do not have time to screen for
dementia or conduct the proper diagnostic examination if
it is suspected. Useful brief dementia screening can be
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accomplished with good acceptability3,4 and cost-
efficiency5 and requires little more effort and time than
taking vital signs, which has been a routine part of pri-
mary care visits for many years. For patients with positive
screening tests, the clinician’s role is to verify the results,
usually by conducting a few focused tests at relatively
low cost—no more than good general clinical care for
chronic conditions—and then decide who to refer for
complete evaluation and who to observe for emergence of
cognitive impairment.

The evidence we most need is not about screening but
about what happens after a cognitive disorder is identified:
how to adapt current specialized dementia care knowledge
for primary care use, how to train physicians to be com-
fortable with making and disclosing a diagnosis and man-
aging the cases of affected patients, and how to identify pa-
tients and families who require more specialized dementia
services. As dementia prevalence greatly increases in the next
decades, these skills, well within the scope and philosophy
of primary care practice, need to be broadly implemented
in health care systems.

J. Wesson Ashford, MD, PhD
ashford@stanford.edu
Department of Psychiatry
Stanford University
Stanford, California
Soo Borson, MD
Department of Psychiatry
University of Washington School of Medicine
Seattle
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In Reply: In our Commentary, we concluded that at
present there is insufficient evidence for the systematic
introduction of dementia screening in primary care
and recommended that the scientific community design
and conduct a randomized controlled trial that would
compare dementia screening to case-finding enhance-
ment in regard to reducing the overall societal burden of
dementia.

Drs Rafii and Galasko introduce the topic of MCI. Mild
cognitive impairment is a disputed and evolving concept

with variable sets of criteria and prognostic significance
in population studies.1 The first requirement for screen-
ing is to have a clearly defined entity, and at present MCI
does not meet this criterion. In certain research settings,
some of the criteria have been demonstrated to be useful,
but the evidence is not sufficient for primary care.1,2 Rafii
and Galasko also suggest a parallel with diabetes. There is
not a systematic screening program for prediabetes, and
in the United Kingdom, diabetes screening itself is not
currently recommended.3 Only those persons at high risk
are screened, and there are large studies ongoing to estab-
lish the value of more general diabetes screening.

Drs Ashford and Borson suggest that we have misread
the literature regarding the harms of screening and the
effectiveness of screening tools. A comprehensive utility
evaluation of dementia screening and diagnosis found a
high proportion of false positives, a high refusal rate of
the needed diagnostic confirmation following positive
screening, and an approximately $4000 cost for each
dementia case identified via screening.2 By definition,
screening is different from diagnosis and may lead to
false-positive and false-negative findings, especially in the
presence of low prevalence rates of a disease like demen-
tia; thus, screening might lead to possible harms. A
recent survey found that older adults attending primary
care clinics in the United Kingdom and the United States
have significant concerns about dementia screening; the
UK patients were more concerned about societal stigma
and emotional reaction whereas the US patients were
more worried about financial impact, health insurance,
and work discrimination.4

In the primary care study cited by Ashford and Borson,
500 primary care attendees were screened, but only 70%
of participants approached took up the tests.5 Although
nearly 1 in 5 tested positive, only 20% of the patients
who screened positive received any physician action.5

Moreover, the screening tests proposed in the systematic
review they cited6 have not been applied in systematic
trials of screening at the population level, including con-
trol populations with comparison of both short- and
longer-term outcomes. Their suggestion of using screen-
ing as a method to improve dementia recognition is a
good idea that needs to be scientifically evaluated and
compared with other case finding methods.

The scientific community needs to follow the diabetes
example and carry out a randomized and controlled
evaluation of a population screening program for de-
mentia over a sufficient time frame to enable firm con-
clusions about the nature and extent of any resultant
benefit.

Carol Brayne, FRCP
Department of Public Health and Primary Care
Institute of Public Health
University of Cambridge
Cambridge, United Kingdom
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Organ Transplantation and Chagas Disease

To the Editor: Organ transplantation in patients with Cha-
gas disease is one of the issues addressed by Dr Bern and
colleagues1 in their comprehensive review of Chagas dis-
ease in the United States. For the last 20 years, this has been
a challenge for transplant teams from endemic areas. In Ar-
gentina, more than 150 transplants have been performed in
recipients with Chagas disease during this period. There are
no data regarding the effect of transplantation on the de-
velopment of chronic Chagas disease (Chagas myocardi-
opathy) in long-term follow-up.

However, with systematic monitoring it has been possible
to establish the diagnosis and the incidence of reactivation in
organ recipients with Chagas disease: 9% to 16% in kidney,2

50% to 100% in heart transplantations,3 and 17% and 40% in
autologous and allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplanta-
tion.4 It has also been possible to show that clinical reactiva-
tion is preceded, with some exceptions, by patent parasit-
emia as revealed by a positive direct Strout test.2-4 Hemoculture,
an indirect enrichment method, has not been useful to dis-
tinguish reactivation from low-load parasitemia. Hence, it is
considered unsuitable for monitoring transplant recipients.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has recently been used
in clinical research, raising new diagnostic and prognostic
possibilities. Two PCRs with different sensitivity have been
used.3 They have enabled early detection of reactivation—
preceding Strout test positivity and clinical signs—and moni-
toring of treatment response. These findings suggest the po-
tential utility of PCR-based strategies as predictors of para-
sitic loadgrowthandoftheresponsetotreatment,whichwould
makethemsuitable forpre-emptive therapeuticmanagement.

Patients with reactivation have been treated with benz-
nidazole (5 mg/kg/d) for 30 to 60 days.2-4 Negative parasit-
emia has been achieved within 7 to 14 days and cutaneous
and endomyocardial lesions resolved within the same time
frame.2,3 Close monitoring after treatment is advisable to al-
low for early diagnosis of relapses, which have not been docu-
mented in our patients.2-4

Trypanocidal treatment of nonimmunocompromised pa-
tients in the indeterminate phase of the infection has been
shown to reduce the progression to Chagas myocardiopa-
thy.5 This result has not been proven for immunocompro-
mised patients. In transplant recipients the main concern
is reactivation, and there is no evidence that treatment be-
fore transplantation reduces its incidence. Hence, there are
no data to support recommendation of pretransplant treat-
ment in transplant candidates with Chagas disease with a
BII level of supporting evidence. Patients would still have
to be monitored for reactivation. Benznidazole produces ad-
verse events in nonimmunocompromised adults.5 These ef-
fects could be more severe in patients with terminal organ
failure. Hence, the risk of treating patients on the waiting
list appears to outweigh its potential benefits.

Javier D. Altclas, MD
jaltclas@fibertel.com.ar
Department of Infectious Diseases and Infection Control
Sanatorio de la Trinidad Mitre
Laura Barcan, MD
Infectious Diseases Section
Hospital Italiano
Claudia Nagel, MD
Epidemiology and Infectious Diseases Department
Fundación Favaloro
Roberta Lattes, MD
Infectious Diseases Section
Transplant Department
Instituto de Nefrologı́a Buenos Aires
Adelina Riarte, MD
Department of Clinical Pathology and Treatment
Instituto Nacional de Parasitologı́a “Dr M. Fatala Chaben”
Buenos Aires, Argentina
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In Reply: Dr Altclas and colleagues present issues related
to posttransplantation reactivation of Trypanosoma cruzi in-
fection. We believe that our recommendations do not con-
flict substantially with their viewpoint.
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